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What we see and experience in our natural and built

environment profoundly affects our physical and

psychological well-being. Spaces can make us feel boxed

in or bored, or in the case of compelling, exciting

and inspiring places, our lives are

enriched in the moment and, in

some ways, forever.

Think about how you feel

when you’re inside an historic

inn, a quaint cottage by a

lake, a beautifully designed

contemporary home, an art gallery or even a high-rise office

tower. Interacting with these forms, spaces and textures not

only engages our senses, it is a reflection of who we are, and

it is the very essence of architecture.

In my view, architecture is an art, not a science or a technology.

Although it incorporates these and many other disciplines, it is

foremost an art … sculpture in human dimension.

After working for both small offices and large corporations,

I opened my practice at Lake of the Ozarks more than 19 years

ago. What I find to be the most challenging, but also the

most rewarding, aspect of architecture is the quest for creative

solutions that exceed my clients’ highest expectations. Doing

this well is a time-consuming process, but I do believe that

if we always expect perfection from ourselves in our work, we

can come very close to achieving it.

“Creation is a Patient Search” is as true today as it was over

50 years ago when famous French architect Le Corbusier

penned the book. It takes patience to create architecture worthy

of you, worthy of your investment and worthy of your time.

In a sea of quickly built, cookie-cutter McMansions, garish

strip malls and bloated big box retail stores, it’s easy to become

accustomed to the lowest common denominator of public

taste and settle for mundane, banal, disposable design. Void

of craftsmanship, detail or thoughtful planning, these places

never inspire or have lasting value. To produce anything

worthwhile, we must reject the flawed “faster/cheaper”

mentality that pervades every aspect of our culture and embrace

an approach that values quality over quantity.

In this moment, we can begin to shift our collective thinking

and craft natural and built environments that truly inspire us,

and that live on for generations to come. It starts with one home,

one park, one hotel, one community at a time until inspiring

spaces surround us.

Ideally every building, in concert with its neighbors, would

respect and respond to the natural environment by fitting

carefully and quietly into the land without destroying it. The

space within would answer our needs and breathe more life

into the way we live, work and play. It’s why many successful

companies are rethinking and reinventing their space in the

world, and why each of us should as well.

With 30 years experience,
architect Robert W. Russell specializes

in finely crafted residential,
commercial and resort design.

Contact me for your next project!
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